
 
 
 
 
 

FFWPU 
Council of Communities Meeting Minutes 

High Leigh | Friday 17 th – 19th January 2020 
 

Attendees 
Chris Le Bas [CLB] (Chair) 
Bernard Chellew [BC] (Deputy Chair) 
Matthew Huish [MH] (Deputy National 
Director) 
Michael Balcomb [MB] (National Director) 
Fumiko Balcomb [FB] (National Director) 
Hyosung Ngama [HN] 
Peter Ljsavitts [PL] 
Robert Török [RT] 
Oksana Török [OT] 
Hee Yeong Anastasia Török (Child) 
Oliver Lane [OL] 
Zhijun Wang [ZW] (delayed - arrived 20:00) 
Francoise Murphy [FM] (delayed - arr 20:00) 
Ajay Rai [AR] 
Mitty Tohma [MT] 
Naomi Sato [NS] 

David Franklin [DF] 
Nadezda Barkanova [NB] 
Ron German [RG] 
Franklin Fortune [FnF] 
Cecilie Fortune [CeF] 
Achan Mould [AM] 
Carmel Mould [CM] 
Francis Fobbie [FsF] (delayed - arrived 19:50) 
Christopher Frith [CrF] 
Roswitha Claxton [RC] 
Patricia Earle [PE] 
David Earle [DE] 
Tom Knight [TK] 
Tom O’Connell [TOC] (Head of GA & Comms) 
Joshua McGuigan [JM] (Public & Media 
Relations) 
Simon Cooper [SC] - NC member (Friday only) 

 
 

Apologies 
William Haines [National Council] 

  

Support Team 

General Affairs:  Tom O’Connell [TOC] 
Public & Media Relations: Joshua McGuigan [JMcG] 

 
Minutes taken by:  TOC & JMcG 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Friday 17th January 
 

Opening prayer by Franklin Fortune 

Session 1 - Introduction & Business 

1.1. Approval of minutes and agenda 
CLB invites members present to introduce themselves. 

● Minutes are accepted 
● Review of Action Points from last CoC [completed] 
● National Council Report review  [members invited to read it by Saturday, so as to add 

points to AOB on Sunday if desired]  
● Mission, Vision and Strategy Statement also provided for information 
● 2020 venues and dates provided. 2021 venues to be discussed on Sunday. 

 
CLB.  Any other significant business for Sunday?  No. 

1.2. Introduction of candidate for National Leadership and Q&A 
(including consideration of deputy National Leader position) 
CLB reads a message from Tim Read about the history and background of the FFWPU 
Governance document (see um-uk.org  or www.ffwpu.org.uk  link at bottom of page 
under “governance”). 
 
CLB. I would like to invite Mike, Fumiko and Matthew to sit at the front for questions 
and answers. [Some questions have been sent to Mike in advance] 
MB.  Let’s sit in a circle.   
[CoC members gather closer together - a less formal meeting style]  
FB.  It’s been a long time since we have come together. As True Mother says - we 
must look after each other. The UK is very important to the Providence. 
MH. I spent some time praying at home.  I’m feeling very inspired and connected to 
the things I want to do.  Creating community and education also for the citizens of 
the nation.  I want to respond to True Mother’s guidance.  I take whatever she says 
very seriously.  I’m not too worried about the future church structure.  Recently I’ve 
been more involved in my community (Bromley). I hope this helps you understand 
where I’m right now. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

MB.  Good to be here.  I’m going to speak about my vision for the UK tomorrow. This 
evening I want to share something more internal.  It’s been 81 days since True 
Mother asked me to lead the UK. Within 1 hour of that announcement, I was emailed 
four emails telling me not to take on the position.  I took a moment from the 
meeting to text Matthew about True Mother’s decision.   
[Mike shares the story of how True Father chose True Mother and then less than 2 
weeks later they were blessed ... (this is the story we are familiar with) ... Mike 
relayed the background story of True Mother’s personal experience of that time, 
which she  shared at a recent meeting that he attended: “I started to have dreams 
whilst very young (6 years old) ... “You will be important”.  … Dae-mo-nim was a 
driven woman on a quest to find the Messiah … moving house on the basis of an 
inspiration or revelation .... Spiritualists would come looking for True Mother … 
prophecy (at 13 years old) “Your husband 20 years older than you - will either be the 
greatest saint or the worst kind of criminal”.  She told God she was not ready and 
that she would decide who and when! God gave her a few more years … till 17 years 
old ….] 
Maybe you think you are not ready. Me too! But God is pretty desperate.  Desperate 
to get the job done. ™ has always shared her conviction that the clock is ticking. In 
the last year especially, I’ve seen the door of opportunity opening much wider than 
before. We never feel ready but we must move now.  
I’m sorry I have not paid more attention to the UK in the past 2 years.  Why did 
Mother intervene in such a dramatic way?  Upset?  Angry?  No. The UK is special and 
has opportunities that other countries simply do not have, great potential for the 
Providence.  Think of Korea - still divided after 75 years. 3000 delegates will attend 
the upcoming Korean Summit, but the Korean government is not so interested. There 
are problems between Japan and Korea which is also creating problems for our 
movement.  
USA is making progress. There is a foundation and openness with Christianity in 
America. However there are also complications due to it being so big and 
widespread. TM believes UK is the key in 2020. UK has a lot of assets - people are 
most important. With our teamwork I believe we can do much. 4th time TM has 
announced a new position/mission for me - always a shock. We have big goals - True 
Mother to meet the Queen, UK Summit and large Blessing. I’ve struggled with the 
directions True Mother has given me.  However, Fumiko and I work together.  I do 
like to lead but only after discussion.  Best way to keep grounded is to work together 
as a couple. Please talk with me, be bold and forthcoming. Many of us are of the 
same Blessing, brothers and sisters together. Any team needs a team leader. It 
doesn’t need a one man show.  

 



 
 
 
 
 

How can I manage EUME and UK? I have a good team (sub-regional leaders). 3 days 
EUME, 3 days UK, 1 day free. I think we will win. I feel it. We will be amazed where 
we will be in a year or two.  Do ask me your questions.  This will be a good weekend. 
 
FB.  Matthew’s attitude has been amazing. 
 
AR.  Is there a need for a Vice NL?  Can we afford two NLs? 
MB.  I will take no wage from the UK.  Matthew will continue to take a salary, so the 
overall outgoing amount will be the same.  I have already been meeting with the 
National Council and HQ leaders.  I would like to conduct a Pastors’ bootcamp - 
pastoral care and training is basic.  Young people must be attracted to the UM(UK) - 
we are not providing that at the moment.   Property decisions are in flux. I’ve been 
in discussions with the Properties and Investments Committee and True Mother will 
hear about what’s going on in the UK.  I have experience in America on property 
work. Matthew is interested in education.  I will re purpose our committees including 
this CoC.  My hope is that every group will discover and know their purpose and 
direction shortly. Need to look at media, social media presence. Take a look at that 
again. Can we afford it, can we afford not to? 
 
MH.  This year we will review budgets in the half year.  Can we work effectively?  I 
hope we will be more ambitious in the coming months. Looking to be more 
financially ambitious moving into 2020. I plan to continue with my current salary and 
expenses. 
 
AJ. Do you see yourself continuing as before or doing more or less? Have you had a 
review? [MH says yes] 
 
MB.  I make sure everyone under me has a review, and myself also - uncomfortable, 
yes, but constructive and necessary.  If you are a Pastor, expect a performance 
review this year.  Without feedback, things get very demoralizing. Essential practice. 
Big believer about honest conversations on performance.   Can I commit to four 
years? No, I can’t. No guarantees. Each year there should be a serious conversation 
about how is it going. You have to be talking about these things.  
 
MT.  If True Mother asks you in 6 months to go to Africa, would that mean that 
Matthew steps back in again? 
MB.  There will be time. But I will be speaking with True Mother next week and 
sharing my plans with her so I have a better sense of what I must do. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
NS. How will you deal with a conflict of interest between the UK and EUME?   
MB. I speak weekly with my sub-regional Leaders.  I never make big decisions without 
speaking with them.  Conflicts of interests can be avoided.  I may ask you to work in 
another nation and I am already bringing members into the UK.  I do have an active 
life of prayer and seek God’s guidance. 
 
RG. What kind of structure will you set up for getting feedback from communities?   
MB.  I’ve already made some changes.  In HQ, we meet as a staff team.  Matthew 
already has regular meetings with the Pastors.  I will also attend.  EUME video each 
week. I like using Zoom as it saves money.  I am looking for an assistant in the area 
of video, media and communications. Every 3 months we will have a National Sunday 
service.  These are some of the things. 
 
AJ.  Is there a date for the AGM. Last year the AGM was not prepared well. 
MB. We have a date for the AGF (end of June) and perhaps have the AGM at the same 
time. I am meeting with HQ leaders regularly on these kinds of matter. 
 
CLB.  What group do you mean by HQ leaders? 
MB. I meet with UPF, WFWP, YAM, Worship, GA leaders etc and BFD and Education. I 
want to be at LG once or twice a week. 
 
MT.  I want to see more revival.  Ministry development and recruitment into the 
church.   
MB.  I’ve been speaking with Franklin and Cecilie about the Peace Embassy.  I’d like 
to bring young people to London.  I have a goal of 100 new members this year (in 
connection with True Father’s centenary).  We are facing the need to grow … pizza 
scenario: now we know everybody - new members are a small slice - will be that 
“we” are the small slice and others are main body. TM is looking at other faiths. We 
must teach the Principle. I do believe we can create a community where people 
come and knock on our doors - need good music, good message, good organisation, 
good care.  Hillsong have several services a day …. I think we can do it and already 
TM has agreed to come to the UK. Don’t chase this away. 
 
CLB.  The plan is that, when we are satisfied with the answers to questions, we need 
to agree on some details of the new arrangement. We will take a break for discussion 
and return without our candidates to make sure we are happy and clear. 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

SC.  Does Matthew know what his remit is?  My experience is that you need to have 
members’ trust and confidence otherwise you find yourself in quicksand.  Are you 
being held to account?  Perception is very key.  You need to prove who you are. 
MB.  We have been ready from the outset but wanted to enlist CoC going forward. 
We want CoC to be instrumental. We have waited for the CoC to discuss and decide. 
In future I suggest the CoC not to wait for such important meetings. The council 
should allow itself to schedule an emergency meeting.  I’m proud of the fact that we 
here in the UK have taken time to reflect on TM's decision. When TM says “jump” we 
should not just ask “how high?” Let’s try things for a year. True Mother did 
specifically say Matthew is vice NL. I need all the help I can get.  
 
RG.  When I heard that you were appointed NL that True Mother decided - then we 
should consider making changes to our Governance document.  True Mother is our 
central figure.  This is God’s Will.   
 
SC.  This is not an argument.  We need to speak honestly.   
 
MB.  True Mother said we were caught with our pants down!  We did not expect True 
Father to pass away.  Mother was fighting for years afterwards. She found a way 
forward. We do need a structure otherwise there will be chaos in a few years time. 
Matthew said the rules are not clear.  We are trying to make things better and we 
are not doing too bad.  In a year from now we should meet again and review things. 
We can’t be accountable now since we are just starting. We are all one team 
including other EUME regions.  The UK can play a leading role.  True Mother is 
expecting the UK to lead the way. 
 
CLB.  So [to MB], can we say these are your commitments?  You will spend at least 
half your time in the UK. You will have an annual appraisal in front of the Board of 
Trustees.  You cannot guarantee 4 years in the role, but it should be reviewed 
annually. Matthew’s role is defined by you, though may be renamed.  [MB agreed] 
 
MB. 3 years might work better. 4 years is in the Governance document.  I feel a year 
from now is good for a serious review. I will provide a clear document explaining our 
different roles (mine and Matthew’s) … by the end of this week. 
 
NS.  I asked our Central London CC what they want from a new NL.  They said more 
transparency and communication.  For example, who are the Trustees? 
[Tim Read, Gillian Schroder, Andy Johnson, Joanna Hartl, Huey Er Fisher] 

 



 
 
 
 
 

MB.  I want to appoint two more from younger generation … The Centenary year is a 
great time to start again. 
 
[MB, FB and MH leave the room] 
CLB.  We want to be clear about what we are ratifying.   
[Some more discussions followed on making deadlines for providing the draft job 
description… end of February might be best because of Korea activities. Request to 
know David Hanna’s performance review on MH. How in depth was that review? 
Board of Trustees to review both MB and MH. Ask for report on Matthew’s role and 
salary by May 2020.  It’s a significant salary - more than others.  (AJ) If there is 
transparency, those who see this may be encouraged to work in the movement and 
build a career for themselves. Pressure on the salary is a good way to seek answers 
about effectiveness of activities. The organisational chart was promised but still not 
clear.] 
 
CLB [after discussing with MB and MH out of the room]. Our process is to welcome 
Mike and Fumiko Balcomb into the role of national leaders. They are keen that there 
are reviews of their responsibilities - and that the trustees step up to their role. 
However, Matthew’s review should be up to him.  

1.3. Ratification of National Leader (and deputy) position(s) 
CLB.  We want to give recognition to the immense commitment and dedication shown 
by Mike and Fumiko: 

● to take up the role of National Leaders for the UK, on top of their continued role on 
the continental level 

● for Matthew to take the role of deputy national leader (a role which still requires 
some definition - see below) 

● Mike’s role for the UK may not be more than half of his time commitment and his 
financial support will not be taken from the UK, but Matthew’s role will continue to 
be full-time and his financial support will continue 

● the roles will be clarified, at least in draft, this week by Mike. If any further 
clarification is needed, this will be concluded by the end of February 

● by the time of the next CoC meeting (May 29-31), a report can be provided and a 
reconsideration of Matthew’s role and salary may be made 

● a review of the National Leader role will be made by the Board of Trustees within 
one year, while Mike will review Matthew’s role 
 
[Points were accepted and agreed. MB, FB and MH were congratulated] 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

No.  Action  Responsible  Due Date  Status 

1 
Ratification of arrangements by CoC for NL and 
deputy NL to be publicised 

CLB  Jan 26th   

2 
Draft description of role of deputy NL to be 
provided to CLB to be published (together with 
above) 

MB / CLB  Jan 26th   

 
 

 

Saturday 18th January 
 
Links to PowerPoints and Files used by Dr. Michael Balcomb: 

● Our Priorities 2020 
● United Kingdom Vision 2020-2028 
● SMM Posters 
● Exhibition Displays 

Session 2 & 3 - 2nd UK Providence meeting 
 

No.  Action  Responsible  Due Date  Status 

3 
Communities & families to send a birthday card 
for True Mother to LG for MB to take to Korea. 

All members  Friday 
24th Jan 
to HQ. 

 

 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

Session 4 - Opportunities, challenges, proposals for 2020 

4.1. Communities to offer their thoughts on the year ahead: 
CLB. Idea is to share local ideas. To lay the groundwork to work towards the national goal. 
After 5 min community presentations, break-out sessions.  
 
OL. Scotland 
Robert is leaving us soon (maybe coming back?) - will continue to work as a council, 
grateful for his hard work. Centenary exhibition - outreach project. 
Pastors training - Robert has some projects and has taken part in seminars. More training 
needed. Build on meeting with Cross-party group in the Scottish parliament (on political 
freedom). They are keen to work with UPF. At the moment, looking for a centre in Glasgow 
- to help witnessing and outreach. New centre within the next few months, if can’t buy 
then rent on a temp. basis. Work together with ambassadors for peace to work on creating 
stronger marriages in our society.  
 
RG. Wales 
Last December finished with a family festival - very successful. Gained good contacts. 
March, June and September - Family festivals planned. Nothing to say they can’t do better 
next time (involve more faiths?). Working with other groups. Opportunities are present. 
Challenge - In our region, no pastor (no spiritual centre - just council). Very few young 
members willing to commit. Some are taking responsibility to help with Sunday school. 
Some couples are active in Africa. How to get middle (age) adults more involved? Jobs and 
families tend to be priority. Need to take better care of members. Externally functioning 
but internally lacking. Poor feedback system within the region.  
 
CLB, FM, ZW. North London 
Jeff sends hope for the coming year (recovering from operation). He made proposals for 
centenary project year before last - touring exhibition of True Father’s life and work. 
Material and literature should have been prepared. Father started so many projects and 
inspired so many in his lifetime. Wishing for resources. Need to encourage more service 
projects - work in partnership with more organisations. Need to break through to the wider 
community. (Francoise) More service projects/home church work = more contacts. I see 
Watford as CIG town. David Rennie has foundation in MK, Jeff in Watford.  Foundation 
already set, opportunity to make substantial contacts. (Zhijun) TaiChi lessons - attracts 
couples - opportunities here too.  

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
FsF. East London 
Four key areas. Almost 80% of our community are going to Korea, except for one or two 
families. Our communities desire to get involved and participate. Unity and commitment is 
vital. Solid structure - everything is set (e.g. community meetings). HTM activities - Most 
are really active in Blessing, HTM activities, in addition to on-going condition - very active 
chat group. We need clarity of vision - as a community, what can we do to actualise our 
visions. What can we do as a community to support each other? We are trying to be very 
active. Trying to delegate so everyone can feel involved and take ownership.  
 
NB. Bromley 
We have many young families and children - the main focus is on them. How to pass to 
them our traditions and beliefs. We want to help our children to grow into leaders. We do 
this through Holy Day Celebrations - fun and memorable for the children. Some experience 
they can take with them. Started project - taking testimonials on personal experiences with 
True Parents - plans to transcribe these testimonials and publish as a book. To see True 
Parents in a more personal light. Encourages council members to record testimonials. 
Definitely will start youth club for children (11+). For Blessed Children, it is very important 
to have friends within the movement. Goal - To create a loving spirit in our community.  
 
DE. Birmingham [shows powerpoint - available to members -please contact him] 
Continue on successful activities from 2019 - Sunday service, sisters meeting, Family 
Evenings, Public Services, Blessing Evenings, couples counselling, creating an environment 
for people to feel that they are part of something. Blessing held in their home - very 
positive experience. Public interfaith services. Aiming to engage with prominent young 
people in the community in order to engage young adult membership.  
 
HN. North England 
Rotation of Sunday service locations (Manchester, Sheffield and Bolton). Need to create a 
family retreat - spend some quality time together as a community (possibility at Easter or 
in the summer). Establish Sunday School/ education program for the younger members. 
More work as pastoral care - Hyosung is herself a new pastor and is still learning. Support 
the national direction. Support a couple who is going to the Blessing and couples who are 
having children.  
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

RC. West Country 
Need for a pastor to deliver pastoral care. Internal guidance cannot be provided by a 
committee. We see Ed Stacey as Abbot.  Need for training of pastors. Four ancestor houses 
in our community. Annerose working in Africa (Niger). Build on present outreach.  
 
AR, MT, NS. Central London 
Mantra - “Shepherds, not sheep”. Gave opportunity to Mr H. to travel to Israel. Transition 
from pastor to committee - we have become a lot more accountable. We have been able to 
make the new arrangement effective. (Mitty) Outreach and witnessing - In order to grow 
the community, I did a lot of research - came up with a motto: “Each one, Reach one, 
Teach one”. We need to do something to increase our membership and bring new blood 
into our community. Ownership and responsibility in building our community. (Naomi) I 
would like to work with AJ’s wife in BFD work (need to talk to Jeff). Interested in how we 
education and raise our teenagers (WAIT is in my heart) - very important point - also 
starting women’s group - discuss how to help each other and the world - make friends - 
invite to bigger events.  
 
FnF. South London 
Trying to look forward, not easy to find goal or direction, not clear. What is clear - we need 
continuous education with our membership. In the HARP workshop, children are really 
inspired but when they come home, they may struggle. 22 years as pastors in SL. It is not 
easy to really know how to take care of people. Plan to hold the Phoenix Program in South 
London - the need for something new and different. We recognise that we are getting 
older, need young people to get more involved and take a more active role and take 
responsibility. We have to take a lot more care to see them develop more - bridge the gap 
between the parents and children. This impacts the Blessing. Saving money to fund a youth 
pastor - budget already in place = we also want to promote more volunteering - promote 
this kind of attitude. We want to develop a caring, supportive community - care for people 
more than ourselves. Also, support New Tirana centre in Albania.  
 
CLB. questions to be discussed in breakout sessions to initiate conversations and detailed 
thoughts towards strategic goals for 2020, as shared by MB this morning. 
[Sought interest in each of five proposed questions … to make four breakout groups] 

1. How can we bless 10,000 couples in the UK in 2020? 
2. How to engage the talents of the younger generation and raise youth leaders? 
3. How to expand membership? 
4. How to make the UK Summit 2020 as successful as possible and have the Queen meet 

True Mother? 

 



 
 
 
 
 

Session 5  Breakout sessions and conclusion 

Plenary reports 
 

1. How can we bless 10,000 couples in the UK in 2020? 
FsF.  Get the help of the spiritual world - work together and give other confidence - 
approach groups, whether that’s churches or social groups - natural way to bring 
people together. People we already know, connect them more deeply with our 
movement and community.  
 

2. How to engage the talents of the younger generation and raise youth leaders? 
RG.  Need to look in a broader way - not always obvious what people can 
give/contribute - there is always something to give. We tend to think in a more 
narrow sense regarding talents and abilities - we cannot accept people to do 
channeled in a certain direction - and everyone has different levels of commitment, 
make it more open and friendly.  
 

3. How to expand membership? 
RC. Membership group - more of a natural progression - invite families to celebrate 
holy days etc. People want to be part of that. More teaching, more lecture practice 
and education. Online education? It’s not possible to reach large numbers quickly. 
Celebrate Holy Days together.  Eat more spiritually.  More teaching, lecture practice, 
education.  One person visited a Christian church ... 
 

4. How to make the UK Summit 2020 as successful as possible and have the Queen 
meet True Mother? 
CF.  UK Summit - What does this nation really need? Mental health is a big topic, lack 
of fathers (father figures) in our communities. Harry and Meghan are into this area. 
How can we access the Queen?  She is the Patron of many charities and these could 
be avenues to the Queen.  Connect with these groups, not necessarily faith groups. 
Get popular, professional speakers, speakers the younger generation can relate to. 
We need to make sure all of our members are comfortable with Mother saying she is 
the Only Begotten Daughter. Good material. Speech in advance. UK is very diverse - 
so make use of many talents. 

 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

No.  Action  Responsible  Due Date  Status 

4  Explore some online exhibition stands/systems  CoC 
members 

End Feb   

5  Visit an exhibition in London or elsewhere.  One 
on Buddhism in London at the moment. 

CoC 
members 

ASAP   

6 
Select 5 posters (out of 20 on display) that you 
like best and would use in your regions 

CoC 
members 

Sunday 
19th 
January 

DONE 

7  All communities to develop their Centenary 
exhibition. 

CoC 
members 

End Feb   

 

Sunday 27th October 

Session 6 - Developing plans for 2020 

Breakout meetings for community groups to develop action 
plans 

 

No.  Action  Responsible  Due Date  Status 

8  Communities to submit their action plans to CLB  Pastor or 
chair 

End of 
February 

 

 

Session 7 - FFWPU Business Conclusions and summary 

7.1. Review of National Prayer Points  
[Last statement of prayer points displayed] 
International & National Leadership 
MB. Prayer for True Parents and leadership as a first point.  Stay away from jargon.  We 
want the Queen and her government to welcome True Mother.  We can mention the Prime 
Minister.  European Union is old news. Pray for Balcombs, Hanna’s, Huish’s. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

AJ.  Add pray for True Family.  Recent Blessing of True Children.  Not wise to mention 
specific aims regarding the Queen etc in the newsletter (where prayer points are 
published). We shouldn’t put our cards on the table (in regards to the Queen).  
DE. I agree.  We will be dealing with issues when dealing with other groups. Pray for Queen 
and Government to lead this Nation well and also to lead the World well. 
FsF. Pray for weak and vulnerable in the country, as well as the affluent and wealthy. 
RG.   Pray for the emergence of leaders with clear moral viewpoint. 
ZW.  Our church in Taiwan is highly praised by the government because of our teachings.   
 
The FFWPU Mission - Blessing, Home Groups & Education 
MB.  Prayer for the spiritual nourishment of our young people.  Guidance with their 
programs.  I don’t like the word success. 
CLB.  I appreciated that the Summer Camp has had this kind of prayer support. Protection 
of the young children from accidents. 
FnF.   Protection is important. 
AJ.  Unity and development, partnership in the case of DONE and STF. 
MB.   Each group or activity (wanting national prayer support) should craft their own words 
and send them to Matthew.  Try to put in 15 words or so. 

7.2. Website consultation & TV production proposal  
New website development [powerpoint ] 
JM.  The domain will be the same as the USA site. 
BC. Why 5 months? 
JM.  Usual for companies with this time scale.  We want this website to last. 
MT.  Is that going to be the colour scheme. 
JM.  No, a bit darker than this ... 
FF. Are you developing this with specific needs of our communities and departments. 
JM. We will provide communities with their own section and if it is not used it will be shut 
down. Selina is on the team and will be the goto person to maintain the website.  Each 
community has their own communications officer. 
MB.   I’d like to see us connected to the USA sites - Peace Starts With Me etc..  I would 
suggest you use this community as a sounding board.  Don’t wait for the very last moment 
to ask for feedback. 
TOC. Breeze will be connected via calendars. 
 
Firecracker Production Proposal 
JM.  Firecracker did “Married to the Moonies”.  Season 1 has already started.  Stacey Dooley 
stays with a family for 72 hours.  Would this work for one of our families.  Can we show the 

 



 
 
 
 
 

grassroots of our movement.  We are looking for some families who will be interested. 
Filming begins in April. If we can’t find a family here then we will offer it to the USA. 
MB.  Ask for some bullet points from them to show to families so they can know what the 
production team is looking for. 
JM.  We could show them a SL sunday service. 
MB.   I was thinking of the Earles 
JM.   Richard and I are very excited about this project. 

7.3. Scotland pastorship transition 
MH.  Robert and Oksana will step down shortly.  The local committee will take over. 
Looking for an outreach centre in Central Glasgow.  Hoping by the beginning of March. 
Very grateful to Robert and Oksana for the last 3 years of their ministry. (Applause). 
RT.  Thank you. 
MB.   They sent a picture of their daughter watching True Mother.  I told this to True Mother 
and she was deeply impressed.  She loves that kind of simple, beautiful story from a 4 year 
old little girl.  Perhaps she thinks of this family sometimes. 

7.4. National Council Report & Communities financial 
management proposal 

CF.  Reads the National Council Report. 
AJ.  Why is the budget report and figures not shown here at this meeting? 
CF.  You want to see the conclusions. 
MB.   Can we make these figures available to the members? (YES: click here ) 
CM.  Response about HARP education does not answer our needs - Tim Atkinson’s curriculum 
is designed for Sunday School (mostly younger children) but not HARP. 
CLB. Please ask William Haines directly 
RG. I’ve just become aware of three different prices for Wonjeon reservations.  Why are 
there different prices/information? [Action point 9 for CrF to report concern to 
appropriate person] 
 
Financial Management 
CF.   [Huey Er is now Treasurer and has a lot of experience - CF speaking on her behalf] 
For many years there has not been clarity about how our finances are reported and 
presented.  HQ are looking at how things are being budgeted and developed and 
standardised.  There is some restructuring which we are looking at.  We have to report to 
the audit commision.  We are proposing that the bookkeepers come together to create 
uniformity in our approach.  HQ and communities are not communicating properly.  Not 

 



 
 
 
 
 

good practice.  If we work well together, then a lot of blessings can come.  That is our 
experience in South London.  At the end of this month we will have no debt in South 
London.  Good practice helps us spiritually.  We need to tap into that heavenly fortune. 
We want to have templates for applying for budgets.  Can results be measured?  Is it a good 
investment?  Thank you.   
CLB. We have a training budget for the CoC (£1000) and I want to get approval to use it for 
this initial meeting. [AGREED Action point 10: CeF to inform Huey Er to go ahead with 
plans, possibly for Easter] 

7.5. Plans for next CoC meeting, chair/vice-chair and venues 
for 2021 

CLB. I have researched feasibility of using Cleeve House for meetings from 2021 onwards. 
Reduced cost overall, even though accommodation would include use of local B&Bs, 
catering company (possibly with some volunteer staff). However, still some uncertainty 
over properties. 
 
MB.  - Next CoC booked in Derbyshire - Proposal, many have asked for pastoral 
training/boot-camp. One possibility - next meeting - To make it a pastors boot-camp. Might 
be worth having it sooner - please think about when you want the training. Earlier in March 
or in May. For pastors and prospective pastors. Take the time to invest for our community. I 
want to help you to do your job. We should book (High Leigh) for January 2021 - we will use 
it for something, if not a CoC.  Other plans can wait. [Action point 10 for TOC] 

 
CLB. - Searching for position of Chair/Vice-Chair. I seek your acceptance for another 
meeting. [Accepted].  

7.6. Announcements / notices 
NS.  WAIT.  We are looking for committee members to become a Trustee of WAIT.  Our 
children are our most valuable asset.  12 - 18 is the children’s ages.  There are 3 trustee 
meetings each year. 
CLB. Children’s Summer Camp (for 8 - 11 years old).  Dates July 31st-Aug 5th 
FnF.   Family Summer Camp.  Open it up for guests and families.  We want more people this 
year.  24th July - 29th July.* 
 
[MB made final summary of a few key points (see action points 12 & 13 below)  and closed 
the meeting with prayer.] 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

Action Points 
No.  Action  Responsible  Due Date  Status 

1 
Ratification of arrangements by CoC for NL and 
deputy NL to be publicised 

CLB  Jan 26th 
DONE 

2 
Draft description of deputy NL role to be 
provided to CLB (to be published together with above) 

MB / CLB  Jan 26th  DONE 

3 
Communities & families to send a birthday card 
for True Mother to LG for MB to take to Korea. 

All members  Friday 
24th Jan 

 

4  Explore some online exhibition stands/systems  CoC members  End Feb   

5  Visit an exhibition in London or elsewhere.  One 
on Buddhism in London at the moment. 

CoC 
members 

ASAP   

6  Select 5 posters (out of 20 on display) that you 
like best and would use in your regions 

CoC 
members 

Sunday 
19th Jan 

DONE 

7  All communities to develop their Centenary 
exhibition plans 

CoC 
members 

End Feb   

8  Communities to submit their action plans to CLB  Pastor/chair  End Feb   

9  Clarify (to publish) cost of Won Jeon  CrF  End Feb   

10 
Inform Huey Fisher to initiate plans for meeting 
for all community bookkeepers (Easter?) 

CeF  ASAP   

11  Request booking High Leigh Jan 15th-17th 2021  TOC  ASAP  DONE 

12 

Report preference for dates for Pastors’ boot 
camp (for all sharing ministry responsibilities) - 
either May 29th-31st in Derbyshire, replacing 
next CoC, or some time earlier at our own venue 

Pastors or 
Chairs 

End Feb   

13  Send to Mike & Fumiko name list and photos of 
community members 

Pastors & 
chairs 

End Feb   

 
Next Meeting: 29th - 31st May 2020, Nightingale Centre 

 



2020 
Our Priorities 



True Mother 
has given some 
very clear goals 

Personal & Individual 

Family & Tribe 

Community  

Nation 

The whole world 



Personal Goals 

Hyojeong Attendance to True Parents 

Mind / Body Unity & Balance 

Mind 

 Hoondokhwe 

 Prayer 

 Spiritual Awareness 

 Communication 

 Body 

 Health 

 Appearance 

 Education  

 Environment 

 Finance 



Family Goals 

Be A Heavenly Tribal Messiah 

 Completion Stage – Victor* 

 Growth Stage - Accomplisher 

 Formation Stage – Proclaimer 

 TM is inviting all to be at least a Promiser! 

Be a HJ Cheonbo Victor 

 Liberate 430 Generations of Ancestors 

 Bless Our Ancestors 

 Welcome and work with our Ancestors 

 * There may be more to come! 

Bring all generations along 

 Find a way to include children, grand 



Community 
Goals 

 Celebrate the Centenary & 60th Anniversary* 

 Programs in public facilities 

 Bookfairs and exhibitions 

 Programs and exhibitions in our centers 

 Posters and displays for our homes 

 Online and multi-language support 

 Budget matching available 

 Every Family Be Involved in HTM and Cheonbo 

 60000 worldwide 

 2500 in EUME / of whom 300 Victors (220) 

 Many families need help to participate, even start 

 We must take responsibility for each other 

 Lively, joyful worship services 



National & 
Subregional 

Goals 

 Restore our Nation (2020) & SubRegion (2021) 

 Top Level Public Involvement through UK Summit 

 National / Community Level Blessings 

 Promote / Celebrate True Parents’ Centenary Project 

 Be proud of and integrate smaller, local efforts 

 Find the Partners 

 Empower a new generation of Leaders  

 Partner with new organizations and associations 

 Visit other groups and help them 

 Leverage foundations elsewhere 



Leverage Our 
Foundations 

 Focus on the Programs True Mother supports 

 Top Level Public Involvement through Summit 

 National / Community Level Blessing 

 Promote / Celebrate True Parents’ Centenary Project 

 Find the Partners 

 Followers of international religious groups (eg. 

Radebe, Diop, Ndanga, Jones, Banza) 

 Chinese Peoples Association  

 Albania Association 

 Other providential communities (Cambodia, Niger, 

Taiwan, Thai, Philippines, etc) 



Goals for Our 
World 

Organization 

 Restoration of 7 nations by 

Foundation Day 2020  

 One nation in EUME! (Albania, 2019) 

 Successful Summit / Blessing 2020 

 800+ delegates from EUME 

 6 areas of conference 

 Cosmic Blessing & Cheonbo Registration 

 Centenary Celebration 

 7 Target Nations in  EUME  in 2020 

 UK, France, Germany, Italy, Austria, 

Moldovo, Kosovo, Morocco 



2028  
Goals for Our 

World 

Victory 2020 and Completion 2028 

 Blessing of 8.4 billion people 

 All People become Tribal Messiahs 

and Cheonbo Victors 

Attendance to the Heavenly Parent 

All nations restored 

 Restoration of the environmental 

balance, stopping global warming 

 Tradition, Inheritance and Succession 



EUME: 
Moving Forward 

in 2020 



Serving the 
World 

A Region of Giving 

Europe holds Heaven’s assets 

 Improve productivity / return 

Support TP World Mission 

Centenary Project 

Set the global standard 

Provide resources to the world 

Websites and Social Media 

 Lead the improvement of public 

face of our movement 



EUME Summits 
in 2020 

One event in each SubRegion 

More than events 

Need to have strong partners 

Must tackle National Issues 

 Forces us to increase capactiy 

Will be self supported 

No funds from True Parents 

Create Development Team 

Target Cities and Dates 

 London, Paris, Berlin (?) Chisinau 

(?) Rome, Rabat 



National 
Summits in 

2021 

5 nations in each subregion 

On a smaller scale but follow 

the pattern of Summit 

(education & environment for 

witnessing) and Blessing 



Improving 
Communication 

EUME Zoom Meetings 

Subregion Presidents 1x a 

week on Tuesday mornings 

Wives’ prayer 1x a week 

Departments 1x a month on 

Monday evenings 

Zoom Prayer every Wednesday 

UK National Prayer 



Younger 
Leadership 

EUME Consultation (January 

11-12, Livingstone House 

Needed Action Steps 

 Young leaders join committees 

 Young adults increase tithing 

 Appoint more younger leaders 

 Plan for our own succession  



United Kingdom  

2020-2028 
STRATEGIC VISION AND GOALS 



OVERVIEW 

 True Parents’ Vision 2020 – 2028 

 True Parents’ Words About the UK 

 The UK in Europe and the World today 

 The UK Movement in Europe and the World 

UK Goals for 2020 



True Parents’ Vision 2020 - 2028 

2012 – 2020  
 Seven Year course. TM @ 77 

 From Seonghwa to Centenary / Diamond 

Anniversary of Holy Wedding 

 National Restoration of the first 7 nations, 

and starting the road to Continental 

Restoration 

 Opening the Path to World Christianity 

and Muslim World 

 Blessed Families complete their promises 

to True Parents (or at least, start them) 



True Parents’ Vision 2020 - 2028 

2012 – 2020  
 Seven Year course. TM @ 77 

 From Seonghwa to Centenary / Diamond 

Anniversary of Holy Wedding 

 National Restoration of the first 7 nations, 

and starting the road to Continental 

Restoration 

 Opening the Path to World Christianity 

and Muslim World 

 Blessed Families complete their promises 

to True Parents (or at least, start them) 

2020 – 2028 
 a Seven Year Course. TM @84 

 Centenary & Diamond Anniversary to the 

60th True God’s Day 

 World Summit 2020 to World Restoration 

with all nations and all countries being 

restored. 

 All World Religions unite as one and 

support True Parents’ Providence 

 All 7.6 Billion People of the World 

complete responsibility in front of God 



True Parents’ Words about the UK 

“At one time Great Britain was a great 

champion and instrument of God. He 

wanted to use this nation and its power to 

spread the gospel to all corners of the earth, 

to encircle the world and bring salvation.  

 
 



True Parents’ Words about the UK 

“This nation should serve … more than it 

wanted to exploit. Then Britain will be filled 

with hope and prosperity. This nation must 

take a totally different approach in order to 

have hope.”  
 

True Father speaks on leaving Great Britain in 1978 



True Parents’ Words about the UK 

I will give Britain another chance to finish 

what it has started, to stand in front of God 

and have Heaven say you have done well.  

True Mother speaks in Albania, October 28 2019 



The UK in the World today 

 The United Kingdom is a Providential Nation of God that, with His 

Blessing, has always stood on the Abel side.  

 It was especially prepared to lay the Foundation for the 2nd Advent 

 Although British history has had its dark side, we should know that 

God thinks more about the future. [Isaiah 43:18] 

 People all over the world are very interested in British traditions, 

culture, education, media, football, the Royal Family and more. 

 The world is watching to see how the nation will turn 



UK Movement in the World 

 The United Kingdom movement is blessed by God  and has 

inherited many blessings, both spiritual and material  

 True Mother has an urgent hope for this nation to do better 

 The UK has advantages and possibilities that even the major nations 

of the providence, Korea, Japan and the USA, as well as the Shin or 

Heavenly Nations do not possess.  

 We have many excellent members, both 1st and 2nd Generation, 

who are longing for a clear vision and direction.  

 We will advance by giving 



United Kingdom  

2020 
STRATEGIC VISION AND GOALS 



2020 Annual Goals 

1. True Mother comes to Great Britain and 

successfully hosts the Summit and the 

National Blessing, allowing her to officially 

declare the beginning of  the Shin 

(Heavenly) United Kingdom.  

2. During that visit, True Mother will meet HM 

Queen Elizabeth II. 



2020 Annual Goals (2) 

3. The UK Summit will stimulate outreach and 

partnership in some or all of the areas of 

providential focus identified by True Mother:  

 Heads of State & Government; Parliamentary Leaders 

 Religious leaders including Christian clergy 

 Media, Academics and Educators, Business Leaders. 

 Youth & Young Adults 



2020 Annual Goals (3) 

3. The UK National Blessing will be a multifaith, multi-

venue celebration officiated by True Mother:  

 Religious Leaders 

 Ethnic, expatriate and community groups 

 Heavenly Tribal Messiahship couples 

 Youth & Young Adults 



We will need many new partners 

1. Christian Ministers, based on the WCLC revival in 

New Jersey and World Summit 2020 

2. Ethnic religious leaders with lots of UK followers 

 Samuel Radibe, Johannes Ndanga, Paul Banza, 

 Noel Jones, Sheikh Mansour Diof etc. 

3. Expatriate groups with big numbers in the UK 

 Albania, Nepal, Pakistan, etc. 

 Chinese Federation (CPFWP)  

 



2020 Major Projects in the UK 

UK Summit & National Blessing 2020 

SMM 100 / Diamond Wedding Exhibitions 

Annual Gathering 

HJ Cheonbo Branch Event 

Revived and expanded witnessing and HTM work 

 



2020 Numerical Goals 

1. Active Membership increases by 30% compared 

to the 2019 attendance baseline, including 100 

new and reawakened members. 

2. 2/3 of all Blessed families will complete 430 

Cheonbo and 430 HTM goals [2019 = 1/3] 

3. Asset Portfolio to increase in value by >10%;  

4. Income increase by >20%; [10% for UK, 10% EUME]  



Personnel Development 

1. Weekly HJHQ leadership meetings 

2. Monthly open “UK Providence” meetings for all 

3. Quarterly National Services [next, Feb 16] 

4. Annual Gathering and AGM [next, June 27] 

5. Strengthen Trustees Board (with younger trustees) 

6. Work with partners, embrace professional help 

7. Pastors Boot Camp and Volunteer Training 



Restructuring Opportunities 

1. Clarifying the leadership structure and improving 

communication and teamwork, especially with a 

new generation of leaders. 

2. Repositioning of our property and other assets to 

improve functionality and build better income 

streams for both the UK and EUME, so UK can 

begin regular support for international missions. 



Organizational Structure 2019 (Draft) 



Organizational Structure 2019 (Simple) 

 

National 
Leader 

Matthew Huish 

Communities 

10 communities 

5 with pastors 

5 without 

Ministries 

Blessing & Family 

Education  

Youth & Young Adult 

HQ / 
Operations  

Administration 

Business / Finance 

Media / PR 

Properties 

Lancaster Gate 

Livingstone House 

Farm / Cleeve House 

National 
Council 

Affiliates  
(UPF, WFWP, IRFF, 
WCLC, WAIT etc) 

FFWPU UK  

Trustees Board 
Michael Balcomb 



Organizational Structure 2020 (Draft) 

 True Parents 

(IHQ) 

National 
Director 

Michael Balcomb 
Matthew Huish 

Communities 

10 communities 

5 with pastors 

5 without 

Ministries 

Blessing & Family 

Education  

Youth & Young Adult 

HQ / 
Operations  

Administration 

Business / Finance 

Media / PR 

Properties 

Lancaster Gate 

Livingstone House 

Farm / Cleeve House 

National 
Council 

Affiliates  
(UPF, WFWP, IRFF, 
WCLC, WAIT etc) 

EUME HQ 

(Regional Chair) 
Sub Regional Pres. 

FFWPU UK  

Trustees Board 
David Hanna 



National Leader Role 

From the Governance Documents 

Chair of National Council 

Spiritual Leader of UK Movement 

 Liaise with Regional Director 

Represent FFWPU UK internationally 



National Leader Role 

From the Governance Documents 

Meet with Department Leaders and Community 

Pastors individually on a regular basis 

Visit the Local Communities 

Representing the FFWPU UK to the wider society 

(e.g. interfaith conferences, media etc.) 



Vertical Relationships (up) 

• Joins meetings of the Region & SubRegion and shares 

wider responsibilities 

• Reports in timely manner to EUME and IHQ and TM 

• Represents the UK at various international events 

• Champions the vision of the UK as a giving nation. 



Vertical Relationships (down) 

• Care of pastors and communities 

• Pastors/preaches in churches 

• Youth and Young Adult Ministry 

• Education and Witnessing 

• HQ Operations 

• Oversight of property & finance 



United Kingdom  

2021 
STRATEGIC VISION AND GOALS 



2021 Restructuring Possibilities 

1. The Shin (Heavenly) United Kingdom will be 

organized into five subregions, and each will 

challenge to replicate the events of 2020. 

 London (eg North & East) 

 London (eg South & West) 

 Wales & the West 

 Birmingham & the Midlands 

 Scotland 



2021 Numerical Goals 

1. Active Membership increases by 30% compared 

to the 2020 attendance baseline, including new 

and reawakened members. 

2. All Blessed families will complete 430 Cheonbo 

and 430 HTM goals [2020 = 2/3] 

3. Asset Portfolio to increase in value by >20-30%;  

4. Income increase by >30% [10% for UK, 20% EUME]  

 



Long

time

New

2020 



2021 
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NEW 
FFWPU-UK 
WEBSITE 
PROJECT 

Creating a 

contemporary 

website that 

effectively caters 

to the needs of 

our membership 

and public. 





OUR VISION/GOAL 

• Create a contemporary, modern and professional website.  

• A platform that caters to both the needs of our membership 

and the public.  

• A tool for our UK community, to connect our various 

departments and efficiently communicate all that needs to be 

communicated.  

 

 

 





https://familyfed.co.uk/ 



ANY FEEDBACK? 
LOOK FORWARD TO OUR NEW 

WEBSITE. 

EMAIL: pr@ffwpu.org.uk 



BUT WAIT, THERE IS 
SOMETHING ELSE…  

EMAIL: pr@ffwpu.org.uk 

MOBILE: 07984 194335  



2020 pa 2020 pm

BCLC British Clergy Leadership Conference 6,000.00£           500.00£              

BFM Blessed Family Ministry 20,460.00£        1,705.00£           

EDU Education 17,800.00£        1,483.33£           

YAYAM Youth & Young Adults

        HARP 9,170.00£           764.17£              

        Chaplaincy 6,000.00£           500.00£              

        Young Adults Ministry 12,082.00£        1,006.83£           

        CARP -£                    -£                    

EVENT Events* -£                    -£                    

        Annual Gathering Festival* -£                    -£                    

        Cheon Il Guk Assembly* -£                    -£                    

        Staff Party 3,000.00£           250.00£              

        Cheon Bo* -£                    -£                    

WOR Worship Ministry 7,648.00£           637.33£              

COMMS Communications 10,000.00£        833.33£              

PR Public Relations 4,148.00£           345.67£              

COC Council of Communities 4,600.00£           383.33£              

NC National Council 1,000.00£           83.33£                

UPF Universal Peace Federation 39,600.00£        3,300.00£           

WFWP Womens Federations for World Peace 18,000.00£        1,500.00£           

LIF Local Initiatives Fund 6,000.00£           500.00£              

OMF Overseas Mission Fund 8,400.00£           700.00£              

ARCH Archives -£                    -£                    

NL National Leader 32,925.00£        2,744.00£           

206,836.00£      17,236.33£        

 *wages & expenses for events officer will come 

out of the grant given by the European Office
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